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Simmons Second Century





Sometimes magnificent, often great, always very fair— 

This is the Simmons story. 

It is the story of a century of success—of the people, products and 

policies behind that success. We tell it now as Simmons Second 

Century begins because it is important to remember where we have 
been, and examine what we are and where we are going. 

At this milestone anniversary, our primary concern is not with the year 

CAULEY UCR Cee oR Te 

2070. After all, what Simmons is on its 200th birthday will be shaped by 

what we believe and stand for today. 

For a hundred years Simmons has been primarily associated with 

sleep. Sleep is important! Sleep, along with air, food and water, is one of 

the critical conditions of human survival. The quality of a man’s sleep 

determines his happiness, well-being and effectiveness in life. Simmons 

has achieved its success by giving people better sleep. It has 

revolutionized the sleeping habits of America and the world. In the 

process, it has also revolutionized its own industry and become a 

leader in the whole home furnishings field. 

And that way, need we add, lies the future! 

Our success story has much in common with other great corporate 

Pete TE Oli CURA MTR RUM tle Ten CRI C ye] 

and from the first we have never stopped searching for better products 

and better ways to market them. Our sales organization has always been 

the most powerful in the industry; our production facilities, the most 

efficient. No competitor even approaches Simmons in range and depth 
| of executive talent. Simmons has been consistently profitable and 

generous in paying dividends. 

This success story, then, is really many stories—a story of sleep, a 

story of people, a story of money, a story of material and machines, a 

story of marketing, a story of diversification, a story of corporate 

citizenship. And in every chapter you will find that Simmons is 

sometimes magnificent, often great, always very fair. 
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a story of replaced brass. After World War |, 

the tubular steel bed emerged as 

sleep America’s standard bedstead. 
Through all these changes, Simmons 

maintained its industry leadership. 
In the beginning, sleep was the dnd k h 

farthest thing from Zalmon Simmons’ Me WETS 7 OMY ne 
Paine mattress all this time? 

He was a marvelously energetic tis ae ae ik 

businessman who became president Owe. i c Sedo, ne) 

of both the Rock Island Railroad and Americans still slept on pads lumpily 
the Northwest Telegraph Company; stuffed with cotton or hair—little 

owned a country store; and served enough progress from the original 
as mayor of Kenosha\Wiseensin: sack-of-leaves. Many attempts had 

‘ been made to put greater resilience 
In 1870 he bought a local into the heart of the mattress but 

cheesebox factory for manufacturing until Simmons came along, none 

a wood telegraph insulator of his had really been successful. 

own design. Sleep entered this little 

cheesebox-cum-insulator business As far back as 1853,0 - 
when founder Simmons accepted Poughkeepsie, New York inventor 

ihelpatentfora woventwite patented an innerspring mattress but 

bedspringas payment fora debt he was never able to market it. After 

incurred in his store. There was just the Franco-Prussian War, a German 
one thing wrong with thespring: built an innerspring mattress which 

could not be produced economically. he presented to Bismarck, but that is Se 
as far as his idea went. malt ag 

So he put a local inventor to work «i . . : <i 
Bricenreolemane meena cer The first innerspring mattress with pi | AE 

the price downtrom $51080e The coils in individual cloth pockets was pd a ie ee 

ie Company cs Bune ors ee patented in 1900 by James Marshall, ; ee “ie 

bettersicaa wae onits ae a Canadian planing mill operator. aN | int 

oh Y This ‘‘Marshall ventilated mattress’’ rrr ry | aa: atrd es 

It was not long before the retailers was the grandfather of the Simmons paitinttetrttae 9g 
were telling Mr. Simmons, “Why Beautyrest. It was first manufactured 

don't you make bedsteads to go in 1901, in atiny one-room shop. y 
along with your springs?” Asa Marshall himself produced the coils 
company, we have always listened by cranking a machine that looked pany, M 9g 
to the retailer, and Zalmon Simmons like a household meat grinder. The 

responded with the brass bed. The little business was still struggling Pp: 
brass bed was very durable and, b along when Marshall died in 1905, ly 9g 
the aesthetics of the time, beautiful. with no idea that two decades later 

Simmons brass beds, something of his invention would help to create a 9g 
a status symbol, were shipped from revolution in the whole sleep : : 

Kenosha to the far corners of the industry. ee i ee Ree ee 
globe, and were Simmons first big f toe hates meee Ls 

The Marshall mattress won some FSO ee: success. : Almost by accident, he soon found degree of public acceptance. The himself in the sleep business. 
By the early 1900's, fashions had British furnished such ships as the Two oar irl Te : 

changed. The iron foundry bed, Titanic, Lusitania and Mauritania and ae — Ea oe 

much cheaper and quite as durable, with Marshall mattresses and a few SEC ee ee



The second Mr. Simmons, anybody’s expectations. Although 

Zalmon, Jr., was known as ‘The our several Beautyrest pocket 

Chief.’ He did not believe in doing machine patents have long since 

business that way. The company expired, no competitor has ever 

began looking for a mattress of equalled our efficiency in the 

clear superiority, one that could be manufacture of this vital component. 

sold nationally. It found the answer The Beautyrest Pocket Machine has 

in the Marshall type of mattress, with continued to be a key to our success 

springs in individual cloth pockets. and we have never stopped 

es ta a The only trouble was, the product Tul Hess ue a. 

was handmade. As in the case of Looking back, itis are i what 

hotels in the United States bought it. ee ee Nake: meee peas tie nol 

But when the patent expired in 1917, . make and sell already available 

the innerspring mattress was still Luckily, there was a man named products. Simmons created totally 
handmade, very high priced, and John Gail in our Kenosha factory new product standards and 

generally unknown. and he was reputed to be a manufacturing techniques which 
The Simmons Company entered mechanical genius. The Chief turned together revolutionized the bedding 

the mattress field almost him loose on the “pocket problem, ’’ industry. In fact, itis no exaggeration 
inadvertently. In 1919, it purchased seffing him up in a sequestered — to say that Simmons gave birth to a 
the Newark Spring Mattress drafting room in an Evanston, Illinois whole new industry. 

Company, with an established office building. Three years later, With ihe newtonerspiing 

business in the East. That same year, Soild succeeded beyond mattress ready for market, The Chief 

it acquired another mattress maker, made another historic decision. He 

Hirsch & Spitz, of Atlanta. “The Chief,” Zalmon Simmons, Jr. set the retail price of the Beautyrest 

Once in the business, Simmons at $39.50. Everybody thought he 
discovered that mattress-making was Ge cICZy) although no one in the 
almost a cottage industry, with eampany quite used that word lo 
hundreds of tiny local manufacturers = his face. After all, was not this twice 
turning out cheap products at low r. Y what the eee ae 
prices. The use of second-hand used to paying for the very best hair 

tailor’s cuttings was universal. F mattress? And besides, they said, 
Competition was entirely in terms of % there was widespread objection io 
price. As each manufacturer sought ‘ a the idea of a manufacturer setting 

his profit in the use of ever cheaper i any retail price atall. 
and more unsanitary filling materials, ea But The Chief had absolute faith 

the consumer was the inevitable in the new mattress, and in the 

loser. * ability of advertising and sales 
” promotion to educate the public to 

Kenosha in the early days. : ¥ its values and comfort. ‘‘This time,” 

pe. ¥q he said, closing off the debate, “I’m 
gr. | going to have my way.”’ While 

ee ee ef retailers and competitors alike 
iad See Ne nh laughed, the company announced 

Coe the new, firm price: $39.50. The 
ae — * name ‘‘Beautyrest’’—destined to 

A See become our best-known brand 
name—was chosen without any



special enthusiasm from a list of Talk about sleep-inducing 
suggestions originating within the advertisements! Fortunately, hours rest 

company. It narrowly won over this bland approach was a night 

“Sleep Comfort’ and ‘Slumber quickly replaced by the most eee 

Well!” sensational testimonial campaign Forp~ 

The first Beautyrest ad appeared even: Inad after full-page ad, ee ® 

in the Saturday Evening Post with the such giants of the Coolidge era as Sie Ni 4 

headline, ‘Give Your Tired Brains Henry Ford, H. G. Wells, Cyrus Ses = 
and Body This Chance to Renew Curtis, Harvey Firestone, Al Smith, Seema 9 

Their Energy Every Night.’ Julius Rosenwald, George see F 

Bernard Shaw, Marconi and See 
Thomas Edison gave their opinions i 

, onthe value of sleep. eeteeeees a «ee 

The feu pocketed coils Below, _Bequtyrest sales zoomed fo simmons Hee fe = 
$3 million in 1927, to $9 million hath cy eam panier aig SESEEE RS 

] by 1929, aes 

/ as In the 1930’s, our advertising 

43 n d a began to feature, of all things, sex. : 

3.) we Se A lovely girl, usually stretching and a “~ SIE 

£ a a , a obviously ready for sleep, became a vy se iy | 
“ERX ff \ must. Whenever a man appeared I Pa, oe r 

j a =i! f in the ad, she naturally had to \ Re 

4 & x ee 25) iy ~ wear a wedding ring. (Once a SgSS2 Sais Sines sles 
E | Hage: > * ¥ — * or photographer forgot the ring and Leaders in Aviation say: ‘sovxw steer 

Uh RRA <4 Peal for weeks we were answering = WERE SESEES soeyy nemwes 

eee] seroma oo = 
i ph oly p< : Then came a scare campaign, 

) ge . of with headlines such as ‘What Is 

i BL ig ? Pam f 3 9] Your Mattress Doing To Your Face?” ——————— 

a See We also began to publicize the | ot 
‘Hn saronoay avanine rost sme ruggedness of Beautyrest. A torture a | ae 

—— machine was constructed to pound a ve Deo TM. 

“ma ~~ Beautyrest and its competitors night ie ee a 
/ as and day. We went to Ringling . r nT ie 

& —— Brothers, Barnum and Bailey Circus : Ls) 
= me i and photographed an elephant O §@- co 
nn & pe aa = standing on the mattress, and then ‘eg ieee ee 

MS / we cut open the Beautyrest to reveal t if aecege in mencgo e 

at 7 be, the miracle: no broken springs. Mie AY See 

: Se 392 In these decades of growth, seater Seine 

lis tired brain ond Body thie fees Beautyrest truly created a revolution cease fem eteie 

sae eae nee) eee ieee: in sleep. Asecond revolution tates Ss ees 

es Sogn in 1958 when Simmons 
ote coe aeeseee eeee: § launched the first Beautyrest 

AD'S IMMONS=eze °° Supersize promotion. Again, With the giants of an age testifying 

Beautyrest Mattress = the sleeping habits of on its behalf, Beautyrest sales took off. 
/AATURES SWEET RESTORER . Fs ven Eleanor Roosevelt campaigned. 

America went in for a change. We 

made people aware that the



old-fashioned 54” x 75” mattress 
Your Mattress can make you look was simply too small for modern 

Lired...or\ Radiant super-sized Americans. Our 
ln Supersize sales grew and grew— 

F bi song ¥ Pi ~~ and grew. Until Simmons took the 

< ee ee lead in promoting the comforts and 
ee ow 9 Dt F q joys of bigger beds, the industry had 

r y i Fp > never known such lively 
we’ f : obselescence. 

Sor eca-— Spee Today, we are in the vanguard of 
See a still newer influences in the mattress ga c aes 
omy Src: ——— field. Fashion, for one. There is a 
> = growing consumer insistence ona Penecia, Wieconsiwas oneal, 

2 War had ended only 
bedroom. People want features that eewyees eriicn Te "hoe" — 

Gee onmmiodeic Py ovarchina iaibed any boss—was inevitably a kind of 

oe sforthright NOON eet father, and Zalmon Simmons 
generation openly favors mattress filled the ralete tue kil 

characteristics that encourage the 

libido. In every way, Simmons is Our first fifty years were spent in 
preparing to take full advantage of the Kenosha atmosphere. It was the 

these new demands. After all, the atmosphere of the Simmons baseball 

first order of business for Simmons team called The Owls. How, people 
management must remain the wondered, did Mr. Simmons 

enhancement of our competitive manage to persuade so many 

position in the mattress industry. professional baseball players to 
Beautyrest must remain the work in his bed factory? It was the 

magnificent staking point of value atmosphere of Simmons Park, the 
that it has always been in its field! Simmons Library, and other 

monuments to that attitude of 
a concern. 

Vanes Paternalism passed but the 
2 Sipe entry Son company’s concern toward its 
= aa By employees remained. Because 

OWES >) pee f Simmons was early in its recognition 
© pe ee an s a eae of the place aflaker unions, ie 

Do P avoided the worst bitterness of the 
ee e ir | peop e 1930's. To be sure, we have had 

oe —~_ sa] The eauiicnuich eee strikes. But over a period of forty 
all ite = LH e as ION PIGIOIS COUT nine years, a solid mutual respect has 

<i, By) ie Pi ae Suess sd eh i x i. a been built up between the company 
= Se 5 B . on va 2 ee tala eu and the several important Unions 

Ses ee eS . that represent Simmons employees. 
: : America of a century ago. One of 

, these attitudes was “‘concern.”’ Today, our payroll is nearly two 

Today, it would be called and a half times what it was in 1946 

eS the 20s “‘paternalism,’’ but in those early —reflecting both the growth of 
2 years, it was only natural. individual earnings and the growth



of our business. Simmons people insurance plans. Everyone, 

enjoy the best fringe benefits in our excepting corporate officers, is 

industry. eligible for the Simmons stock 

Every employee participates in purchase program. 

either a Union or one or more Another aspect of Simmons 

company health and hospitalization “concern” is our wide-open policy 

plans, retirement plans, and life of advancement. Wherever possible, 

we promote from within. Consider 

; ; the background of our officers. The 

= the bee tinge beneltts President, Executive Vice President 
in the industry. a 

for Domestic Operations and the 

Vice President for Sales all started as 

cub salesmen. So did all four of our : 
. nen Company and employee prosperity 

Bedding Division General go hand in hand. 

Managers. The Vice President for 

Research and Development packed ; ; 

lawn swings. And so it goes, through Ue a explosian we 
avery level of management, inever, information explosion, the cultural 

EE country whereweuls Business explosion—all will have their 
oe ieee q indeedi a remotvanle numbers profound effects in the next decade. 

» pelo , The arts will influence our products. 
: foreign citizens hold top executive j a 

; 5 ae New techniques of data processing 
a it positions in every one of our ie ; 

s : infernalionaleompanics and data communications will reach 

ES eo . into every corner of our business. All 
‘ees S 

= Fo: We have always respected of us must move with these currents 
= oi a individuality, too—another of change. 

- , characteristic of ‘“concern.’’ Thus, Asa burgeoning federal, state 

ee se y 2 our management styles focuses more 
i, = Se I 2 2 eS an ae 

: sae rE | ie ° mole an Ogme: De “We promote from within.” Hence the need 
<5 = 37 i Simmons climate, executives at every for job training at every level. 

: Sf a level are encouraged to grab the 

Se initiative, to experiment, to show 

— their stuff. 
s : ty es 

What of our future concern for ey H sa Ch 

Simmons people? It is obvious that E > CN b ie ae . 

there is a “chicken-and-egg’’ ea? 1 ae i ; aS 

relationship between the welfare of i x aa ‘ 9? 41 
eet ee . 

the employee and the health of the bs a con q 

company. Only through the skills ‘ : Ae x 

and brains of Simmons people can , , a 

we continue to prosper; and only if SAH € 8 

the company continues to prosper a =< 

can we provide tomorrow's wages Yea 5 

and fringe benefits and security. i 

Change, rapid and fundamental, 

is affecting every facet of our aie 

business and every individual in it. al



and local bureaucracy looks over surrounding environments. Under aie ee 

our shoulder at every move we these conditions, management will Ne ee 

make, the complexity of everyday have to grow increasingly more Bs ‘ mee f ? 

decisions will continue to increase. studious. i kU 

Even now, Uncle Sam has It will also have to spend more = 4 i ‘or calm 

viewpoints ranging from ‘moral time at teaching. The cost of today’s & Rs A} eh Ee 

suasion’‘ to fully muscled laws that sink-or-swim promotion methods is + ~ ANG, es rie 

bear on every management escalating. We look forward to a ‘tai ' iN a Si 
decision. Powerful social forces will whole range of new training efforts = 

demand ever greater corporate —to provide far more thorough and a \ eK a * 

concern for the consumer and for scientific preparation for new job “ ; . - 

the effect of our plants on the assignments at every level. fees Bette a 

We anticipate a chronic, : ome en a 

The education explosion, the intormation long-term shortage of workers in our Our new home. 

explosion, the cultural explosion. We have to factories and offices. Thus, it is 
move with these currents of change. imperative that we sharpen the 

techniques of market forecasting, keep our plants in first class 

and production, and inventory condition and to build or buy 

control for our “Levelized whatever equipment we needed to 
Production Programs.” remain the leaders of our industry. 

In the next ten years a new Furthermore, we havea record of 

executive will move into three out of one or more corporate acquisitions 
four of our top one hundred a year for the past fourteen years! 

executive positions. Simmons Between 1949 and 1969, our 

promotes from within. The acquisitions and capital investments 
opportunities at the top are amounted to $91,300,000, and 
magnificent. Our abundance of after this considerable investment, 

executive talent is great. In the our total long-term indebtedness is 
years ahead, concern for Simmons only avery little greater than it was 

people everywhere will remain in 1949. How The Chief would have 

“always very fair.” appreciated this record! 

The second Mr. Simmons was, 

beyond all else, a money man. He 

was a risk-taker reputed to have 

f played golf for an automobile a 
a story 0 hole. He loved cars, machines, 

inventors and inventions, new ideas, 

money advertising—and money. When he 

became President in 1911, Simmons 

Ever since our cheesebox-factory was a well-known company with a 

days, Simmons has been a soundly single local base, Kenosha, 

financed company. We have Wisconsin. 

consistently found the money we He won his nickname “The Chief’ 
needed to grow and we have paid by making Simmons a national 
our stockholders a very fair return company. From him stemmed the 

on their investments. thrust that started the company 

Our policy has always been to toward its present preeminence. A



few examples of his energy and these conditions will always remain 

vision: one of the proudest chapters in our 

. j history. Just when we were at rock 
—During and just after World bottom, ona very black day on the 
War |, he acquired several New York Stock Market, he 

small mattress companies in completed the $15 million loan that 

Newark, Atlanta, San kept our corporate head above 

Francisco and Montreal. water. Later, he retired the bulk of 

—In 1919, he moved corporate this loan at a very handsome 

headquarters to New York. discount. 

—In 1924, he arranged for listing Then, with the assistance of 
ai Stans CanmntenS aaiven Messrs. Guthrie, Terrell, Burke, and 

the New York Stock Exchange. Wrightson, he put the company 
back on its feet. They liquidated our 

—In 1926 he launched the investment in the Berkey and Gay 
Beautyrest mattress. and B. F Huntley furniture companies 

—In 1929, he acquired B. F. —now a “horror case’’ at the 
Huntley of North Carolina; Harvard Graduate School of 

Berkey and Gay of Grand Business Administration. By 1933, 

Rapids; and the Rosemary and they nursed operations to a 
Patterson mills in Roanoke break-even point. By 1935, we were 

Rapids, North Carolina. 

Alas, this shining period of SS ee 
progress ended with the Crash in 

1929. In three days Simmons stock a 

fell from $188 a share to $98. By WE 
1932, it hit an all-time low of 2% a ’ 

share. From 1930 through 1934, the 

company experienced the only loss 

years in its history. A > 

For the third Mr. Simmons, Grant ‘ 

Simmons, Sr., the great depression . j 

was a baptism of fire. He became ih 

President in 1929—the worst _ 
possible time to become president 

of any company. Simmons was a bit 

of ashambles. We were a national 
business mostly on paper. Old = 

Kenosha ideas rasped against 

new viewpoints, east, south, and 

west. Control over regional 

products, prices and policies were 

ineffectual and often quixotic. 

Worst of all, we were weak 

financially. k 

Grant Simmons, Sr.’s : 

rehabilitation of the company under



Bee 1968,a net income of $8,551,000 

SesRESrerar plus depreciation of $3,482,000 

” a gave Simmons a positive cash flow 
BERS BRBAE? 4 of $12,033,000. It should be 

BEBESMEE” 18 pointed out that most of our 

RM” cies acquisitions, both domestic and 

EnD="_400n8 foreign, were purchased out of 

Eb” aS Beaeee normal cash flow rather than by 

Fi ae issuing new shares of stock. Further, 
7 eee in those cases where stock has been 

Since the 30's, steady growth .. . the vehicle for financing an 
acquisition, there has been no 

dilution of earnings per share. This 

our corporate net worth was program has produced a constant 

$56,114,09—just double what it growth in each shareholder's equity. 

was when he took over. And we had 

matured into a truly national 

company with a national ++. fair profit. 
management, and a sound financial 

base. 

Our story of money would not be 

complete without mention of our 

wholly owned financial subsidiary, 

The American Acceptance 

Corporation. Formed in 1931 to 

factor for our textile mills, it was 

soon helping certain good-risk 

dealers finance larger carload 

The Crash nearly finished us. Above, orders with recourse to Simmons 
the team that helped Grant Simmons, Sr: parent. This ‘with recourse” 

ie aa Ban yzpackon tts Feet: wholesale credit business has grown. 
Today, American Acceptance has 

once more a profitable company many customers making a broad 
and we have remained profitable array of products from rugs to air 

ever since. conditioners to boats. Less than ten We are also proud of our 
During World War Il, the same percent of its total is now Simmons dividend record. Our policy has 

management team led the company business. been to pay between 50 and 70 
through the difficult conversion to Your present management is percent of earnings after taxes as 
war production. We made a broad especially proud of the profit record cash dividends to our stockholders. 

variety of military items, from shells for the years of its stewardship. In We believe our quarterly dividends 
to parachutes to tents, and three of should be stable and less subject to 

our factories were awarded the Ue consitantidividends... fluctuation than our earnings. Hence, 

Army/Navy “E.”” our use of the year-end extra 

After the war, Simmons flourished dividend as a means of carrying out 

with the post war boom. Our newest our dividend distribution policy. 

product, the Hide-A-Bed Sofa, made Certainly this money story is 

its spectacular debut. By the time sometimes magnificent, often great, 

Grant Simmons, Sr. retired in 1957, always very fair.



a story of aim to be a ‘favorite customer.’’ We 

a are eager to learn about new 

materials developments as early as possible. 

. We are always ready to work with 

and machines suppliers to improve current 

products. 

c fon bwith All these materials are consumed 

eee ee eee ee in 58 plants around the world. In 

wide a range of raw materials and our bedding plants alone, there are 
with as many different technologies 6,300,000 square feet or about 144 

as Simmons. Further, our most acres! As much area as 132 football 
important raw materials involve faldel 

eeettiatics ners Way Gr EOE Huge? It certainly is. It adds up to 
fashion, color, form, texture, etc. 

First, of course, come textiles. To paint and stains, packaging 

cover our mattresses and materials, nails, tacks, staples by the : \ a 

Hide-A-Bed sofas, we now spend ton, andso onand on. And we have Me eS ©] 

about $20 million a year on 82 not even touched on the materials me ; 
million linear yards of textiles. That consumed by our affiliates who are 

is enough to circle the earth twice Pe iimineneiirecs oucincce tay) 
and it includes every color, pattern : : ; ye. 
and texture appropriate for mass Our Vice President for Purchasing wes 

retailing. Over two thousand sewing is responsible for the bulk of ~ i : 
machines in our plants keep busy Simmons’ annual $100 million Zu aN : 

sewing these fabrics. They eat up shopping list. He deals with e x Ka 
close to a million dollar‘s worth of hundreds of companies, large and x = ; 
thread and twine a year. So you can small. These suppliers are an \ Gs 
see what a responsibility it is to important factor in helping us oo \\ 
select, test, buy, store, and apply our maintain our leadership and we do “ ' 

textiles. our best to inspire the most favorable 4 eo a 

long-range treatment from them. We : ; 
Simmons is a major user of steel— : 

nearly 160,000 tons annually of : S 

sheet steel, strip steel, bars and . i 

shaped angle iron and low and high im fT 
carbon spring wire. Our 134 ; Ne ~~ 

Beautyrest Automatic Pocket uP eee — ff 

Machines consume four miles a par =f. a 

minute of just one type of high E eis ~ ea 

carbon wire. “=, JP Ps . 

To insulate the sleeper from the Oe Efe s a 

innerspring construction, we use GZ See — S 
cotton felt or polyurethane foam. g sae 3 ot. 

Our annual consumption: forty-five ie g 

million pounds of cotton linters and ia 

nearly sixty million board feet of : 

polyurethane. Similar impressive : ; : 

statistics could be cited for the wood : 

in our boxsprings and sofa frames, as ce



a daily single-shift capacity of nearly procurement and maintenance 

20,000 mattresses, which makes us standards. It supervises and 

far and away the biggest mattress coordinates incentive rates. Finally, 

manufacturer in the world. And the the NTC keeps up a constant study 

same plants have a simultaneous of competitive merchandise, to make 

daily single-shift capacity of about sure of our continuing product 

1400 Hide-A-Bed sofas. superiority. 

All this production muscle is This year our bedding plants will 

backed up by a unique Simmons turn out five million units. Naturally, 

institution—our National there is bound to be an occasional 

Technological Center in Munster, lapse in poor workmanship, or 

Indiana. The “NTC” operates its materials. But how rarely! Our 

own building, with offices, quality control is the most rigorous 

laboratories and experimental in the industry. We believe our 

shops. It is responsible for plant product quality at this very high level 

layouts and production methods of production is a truly magnificent 

and processes. It issues and achievement. 

supervises our national 

specifications for all merchandise, 

and our standards of quality control. 

It is responsible for equipment 

a story of 
we eee ca. markets 

From the start, we have been sales 

oriented. Profoundly so. Marketing 

considerations have always come 

first because, without healthy sales, 

we cannot do anything for ourselves, 

E our people, our stockholders, or our 

j customers. 

Our story of marketing is a story 
Sk of many successes and—let us face 

pte it—a few failures. Over the years we 
oF ° = 1 ; 

po e a have made every kind of marketing 

f ey oe mistake you could think of, and we 

oe y learned from each one. 
. sete 

ee Some of our more magnificent 
mistakes resulted from mass 

marketing products that only worked 

Ee in the laboratory, and then with 

. N materials that were too costly for the 

ve assembly line. An early example 

was the Simmons Hydro Vacuum 

Cleaner that worked—but often did 

not work—off your kitchen faucet.



Why, sometimes it even perermee rn 9 acs = We give him visual merchandising 

backwatered! A final example: our Opa ara B aid. Most bedding departments 

experience in the electric blanket ss Me ny na ae today give little indication, by their 

business. We made enough a a be | at position, size or appearance, of 

mistakes there to lose several ee a EI B their importance to the merchant. 

million dollars, but we probably fest. o. ~ mt io fn <1 Simmons is working to change this. 

gained more than that in lessons pes fies = i f Our Second Century Visual 

learned. Ty | a Merchandising Programs are 

In retrospect, our failures seem as . N designed to feminize the bedding 

funny now only because we have é i department—to make be ; 

had far more successes. In the long j 5 glamourous and ne lady's 

range, our marketing philosophy has Anjearly aot! Xe boudoir—and to highlight the 
worked magnificently. Beautyrest Line—the top profit 

producer. 
The core of that philosophy was 

expressed years ago inan We give him profits. Our sales We give him reliable products. 

advertisement signed by The Chief. policies have always been founded Our products are uniform and 

“| want partners . . . not just on the conviction that the retailer is consistent, coast to coast. No other 

dealers,’’ ran the headline. Itis still entitled to a very good profit on our manufacturer, bar none, delivers 

true and it is going to remain true in products. Most importantly, we fair uniform quality over any sizable 

the years ahead. trade Beautyrest mattresses geographic area. 

The leading furniture and wherever it is legal. This firm price - 

department stores really are our has served as the very ridge pole 
partners in the chain of selling. We of mattress department profits, and a Beauty rests on Beautyrest. 

do not have the capacity or the key to home furnishings retailing in 

ambition to take over the retailing of general. 

our products. That is the retail 

merchant's function and he eee The Chief's marketing philosophy, 
expert at it. Our retailing job is “J want partners . . . not just dealers,” 
simply to help the merchant move still holds. 
more Simmons products through his 

store. To that end, we have built up a 

a great reservoir of merchandising IT want partners -- - 

know-how. We are constantly not just dealers” 
searching for new retailing insights eee nt he ent i he 

to benefit our customers. en eee Rieetos 

Over the years Simmons has masta maa se re 
developed a number of very special ee ee 

marketing advantages for the Soares 
retailer. ee a 

We give him service. Our plants pacha ee 

are strategically located to serve eh ae 
major markets, and our ‘Simmons ‘Seiten ds "Vere 

Service Station’” warehouses stock @ Stein rms ae ae 

bedding products in sixty-six other Se Gig 

cities. No other manufacturer epee 

provides him with that kind of 

service.



it possible for the retailer to sell the 

A general public better bedding at a 

se better profit. It is the average wage 

aig : earner and not the rich man who is 

ei TAGE the best customer for Beautyrest and 
e the Supersizes. 

‘ —— Simmons Company is often cited 
ae as one of the outstanding advertising 

gf successes of all time. Certainly 

Rx y mess advertising has played a key role in 
= ——ee——e oe ‘ 

The bedding department. It can be i n i re ea re a magnificent marketing story. 

as glamorous as her own boudoir. = Si circaenaente ier ee 

We give him the best known Se eee ee 

names. In other words, we are ore eee f 
heavy, consistent, long-term, a story Oo 
successful national advertisers. citi n hi 
Through advertising, the names Izens p 

“Simmons” and “’Beautyrest”’ have 

become the best-known sleep names tended peta Simmons Company's record of 
inthe world, By putting the bulk of corporate citizenship is one we can 
our advertising dollars behind our ri all be proud of. On this occasion, 

top-priced product, we have made Lf) oe your management renews its 

{ as ied = commitment to those responsibilities 

A. that must accompany the right to a 
One of 66 Simmons Service Stations. PT] Pease weEE Ea fair profit. 

~~ : ¥ Laeger RES EET 
\ : : ey Sans: Se SESS eres We have always been concerned 

Soe A PF iv b Seeeees Seew eee Seeenae— with being a good neighbor ina 

S ee ae { Rees em eee physical sense. Our plants are neat 
NAEE” = lod and handsomely landscaped. They 
ENS Es eal ae to are quiet. At all our plants, wastes 

a ae decide which new Simmons SNE — a i een nee Soares meee are sto oe and 

3 f removed or incinerated. 

Rad ie i ena ? Se a Wak ie =e ur philanthropy record is very 

SN ee : ec fair. In every plant community we 
~~ ie ee a a) h : : ae eS A g é —— jave long supported the Community 

= Se a + ss LF aS : : : wm SD FN ee | en - f Lo ee cee Chest. We contribute to neighboring 
it oe <a rs ae SX hae) hospitals and health agency drives, 

yor Ce Oe _ oy ae ae notably the Red Cross. For years we 

a aa ‘we a temp agra ig noo vo have contributed to the National 
c os B YS [Ofer eg ian espera oo : : 
ae ge ‘ ea en Fund for Medical Education. We 

ey ae es ~ es Se ee Sanaa support higher education in general 

Ra ae = through our Matching Gifts Program. 

2s rule oe Consistently the number one In 1970 we will underwrite 

See - advertiser in the industry. scholarships for any child ofa 
at a Simmons or subsidiary employee



who qualifies in the National Merit We received objective, scientific 

Scholarship program, ‘ proof that the Beautyrest with its 

W ; pocketed coil construction is the best 
‘e have always been very fair ; 

with the consumer—the final arbiter suppor there is for restful, truly 

of our destiny. ‘Mr. Simmons stands recuperaive/sicer 

behind every bed” is more than a Because Simmons is concerned 

joke. We do stand one hundred with real consumer benefits and not 

percent behind our products. just claims, we are continuing our 

Indeed, we were the first in the pure sleep research in a variety of 

mattress industry to give a stated ways. In addition, NTC constantly 

warranty against structural defects. studies all our ingredients to make 

Perhaps the most dramatic aria oe a fom aad 

example of Simmons’ concern with aie |e pice a S 

the consumer is our million dollar Caen aa iy ins pour ig 
: . _ we will continue to merit the 

plus investment in pure research into consumer siathtancicen idence: 

Ours is a story of concern for people, 

for our plant environments, 

and for the communities where we work. 

= " 

ic 4 q He 

measurements, to establish the way Ls oa 

in which the body periodically i ~ ya 

moves in sleep to rest first one set of o f 

muscles and then another. UNG ; 
~ Gi 

. After World War Il, the Sleep My — i 
a Research Foundation, again es 

| supported by a Simmons grant, 
pon q 4 conducted an eleven-year series of 

y a investigations into sleep. An array of 

 ®, f sophisticated electronic devices 

\ cy ae were designed specially for the 

{ 3 Sa study. They measured and 

~ Ss Si correlated brain waves, heart beat, 

°S respiration rate, muscle tension, skin 

temperature and body movements. 

The result was the first scientific 

human sleep. Our first sleep research proof of a number of assumptions 

in the 1930's was the earliest such people had long held about sleep. 

investigation ever made. Dr. Harry We learned invaluable facts about 

Miles Johnson of the Mellon the dynamic and ever-changing 

Institute worked six years under a phenomenon of sleep and about the 

Simmons grant taking millions of importance of the sleeping surface.



| Bo eS He ' a story of Thonet occupies a unique 
i fe ‘ position in wood furniture 

eh pnb oars aire g diversification for public use. You will find its chairs, 
| tables, sofas, etc. in schools, 

| colleges, cafeterias and other 

| . buildings like the United Nations, the 
| : Most people are surprised when TWA terminal at Kennedy Airport 

; they learn that Simmons isina lot of irl re ClnaeeslMsainerieia lente 

j : other businesses besides bedding. headquarters. Thonet has greatly 

| - fa Some of these affiliates are co ey : _ strengthened our position in the 
oo ie ae gt administered oe independent institutional field generally. 
F } S > : divisions of the corporation; others 

wee 3 SOD ? operate as completely independent 

= | businesses. Certainly each of them 
y A is making its own distinctive HAUSTED 

contribution to the Simmons success DIVISION 

ee siery. makes and markets a full line of 
specialized patient handling 

equipment. Its products are found 

SIMMONS throughout the hospital, but 

CONTRACT especially in the intensive care 

DIVISION recovery room. In 1968, fast- 

growing Hausted moved into new 
is responsible for our leadership in manufacturing facilities. 

the health care field, the innkeeping 

field and the educational field. 

Simmons Company manufactures 

ud every kind of furniture a hospital KATZENBACH 

uses, including a wide range of AND WARREN 

patient furniture with the famous isa leading manufacturer of high- 

‘Pace’ construction features. These fashion wall coverings. It makes 

include a unique seamless drawer roller-printed wallpaper in the 

construction and an extremely U.S.A. It also imports cork and other 

rigid cabinet of A-frames exotic wall coverings such as grass 
and rolled sheet metal. Our cloth and rice paper from Europe 

Contract Management and the Orient. The company 
and our National Technological manufactures reproduction 

Center are constantly working wallpapers for Colonial 

together to improve the function and Williamsburg, and the well-known 

appearance of our furniture. Greenbook line. Its products are 
sold to interior decorators through 

showrooms in New York, 

Philadelphia, Washington and 
THONET Chicago, and through about fifteen 

INDUSTRIES hundred prestige franchised dealers. 

and its subsidiaries in Wisconsin, Katzenbach and Warren works 

North Carolina, and Pennsylvania closely with Greeff Fabrics to 

were acquired in 1962. strengthen our position in the 

After 110 years in the U.S.A., decorator field.



GREEFF RAYMOR/ RICHARDS, YORK-HOOVER 

FABRICS MORGENTHAU located in York, Pennsylvania, isa 

is a leading supplier of high-fashion isa national distributor of major manufacturer in the United 

fabrics for draperies and upholstery, contemporary home States of top-quality wood and 

wallpaper and carpets. It sells to furnishings: lamps, wall decor, metal caskets. The company supplies 

interior decorators, department dinnerware, smokers’ articles, finished caskets directly to funeral 

store decorating departments, and specialty furniture, craft-related directors and it also sells to 

manufacturers of upholstered products in ceramic, wood, metal distributors who buy wood casket 

furniture. Greeff designs or and crystal, and much more. Indeed, ‘shells,’ and then finish them to the 

purchases designs, buys fabrics, and Richards, Morgenthau is the oldest local funeral director's specifications. 

subcontracts printing. and largest wholesale distributor of A casket is essentially a specialized 

About half its fabrics are made accessories in the country. For the piece of furniture, involving the same 

abroad, mostly in Europe. most part, it does not manufacture technologies—even the same unions. 

The acquisition of Greeff but acts as selling agent for a roster Therefore, we expect a valuable 

gives Simmons new channels to the of American and European factories exchange of production know-how 

decorator trade. In addition, the that work under its direction and will make the casket field a logical 

fashion authority of Greeff style supervision. The Raymor and solid diversification that will 

supplements our own. division acts as importing arm for strengthen our technical resources. 

European products. Its customers 

are the country’s most prestigious 

furniture and department stores. 

ELGIN 
JUVENILE METAL CASKET 

PRODUCTS is the country’s leading maker of 

DIVISION high-quality metal casket ’shells.’’ 

Peniiactitesweadenhe burnaue SELIG This acquisition is a logical extension 

ee for children MANUFACTURING of our investment in the casket field. 

ae f as ‘ COMPANY Elgin and York-Hoover do not 
Originally, this business was ; . y ; 

. founded in 1931, isa prestige compete; they make different 
founded by Thomas Edison : ; 

manufacturer of high products, sold through different 
Company to make phonograph : eee 

: : ae ie fashion contemporary upholstered channels, serving different segments 
cabinets. Since acquiring it in 1965, . re 3 2 a 

aa a : furniture. Selig is a leading of the industry. Elgin makes only 
we have substantially increased its ; “ 

eee npeae importer of contemporary wood, steel, copper and bronze “shells, 
capacity in anticipation ofa 3 . 

eee : : steel, and glass furniture. The which are sold only to local 
growing juvenile market in the ae : oe 

corporate headquarters distributors who install interiors and 
century ahead. fen . ‘ 

and principal manufacturing plant resell to funeral directors. 
are located in Leominster, 

Massachusetts. Other manufacturing 

plants are located in Monroe, 

Louisiana, and Siler City, North CANADA 
MOREDDI Carolina. Selig furniture is sold represents Simmons’ oldest and most 
is a leading importer and wholesaler directly to a select group of leading valuable subsidiary. Simmons 

of high-fashion avant-garde furniture department and furniture stores, Limited Canada has always been 

to top department stores, furniture most of whom are also Simmons one hundred percent managed by 

stores and interior decorators. In customers. Selig maintains Canadians. Its product line parallels 

many ways, its business closely showfloors at New York, High Point, that of the U.S.A. with appropriate 

complements that of Chicago, Los Angeles, and San Canadian differences. The company 

Raymor/Richards, Morgenthau. Francisco. operates plants in Montreal, Toronto,



Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver. in Algeria; Societe Anonyme especially in the areas of fashion and 

Its basic bedding business has Marocaine Simmons in Morocco; style. We look for acquisitions that 

prospered in the post-war economy. Compagnie Africaine Simmons in give us new products and marketing 

Simmons Limited has pursued its own Senegal; and Societe lviorienne channels in the home furnishings 

acquisition program. Its very Simmons on the lvory Coast. We field. 

successful contract division and its are enthusiastic about the In the decades ahead, we expect 
new Thonet and Selig affiliates are long-term prospects in France the American consumer to demand 

healthy, thriving businesses. and the Common Market more and more individuality in home 

in general. decoration. We think the market 

7 . . will favor companies with the broad 

OUR Simmons Bedding Co. Pty. Ud. Ip eases inet seen notonlya 

INTERNATIONAL muna isthe country’s leading . coordination of style and fashion, 
DIVISION bedding manufacturer, with plants in ls ’ cae iss 

. ut also new improvisations in 
i i i Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. designs, materals, textures, colors, 
Is responsible for Simmons We expect continuing, sound growth one x : of 
subsidiaries in many countries. The Pauhisexcellent market. functions and furniture periods. twill 
technology and marketing Si ; eee be the day of the individualistic 

knowledge available to us in the BONS PAN AIMS S.OUr “total look’ in home furnishings. And 

U.S.A. is carried abroad and siailest ee os renuigeionna ; past successes convince us that 
translated into each country’s ied but ls nes fast. With Mrs. Consumer will trade herself up 
equipment capacity and market e es ezaleh oS apanese tastes whenever she gets the chance. We 

requirements. proceeding Gpace IUnay someday plan to give her every chance. 
a be one of our most important hom 

Compania Simmons, S.A. de C.V., foreign markets. In our acquisition program, we 

Mexico, operates plants in Mexico are primarily concerned not with 

City, Guadalajara and Monterrey. size, but with profitability, character, 

Its business has grown ten-fold in the and personality. We want the best 

past twelve years. for Simmons. By being the best, we 

Simmons Venezuela, C.A. is the and what of are confident we will enjoy our very 
country’s leading maker of bedding 9 fair share of a burgeoning home 
and a major supplier of seats for the future f furnishings market. 
cars and trucks. This, then, is Simmons Company— 

Our healthy but small subsidiary where it has been, where it is, and 
in Argentina has grown slowly We are often asked, “Where is where it is going. In this growing 

because of our unwillingness to Simmons Company going?’. The world and dynamic economy, we 
increase our investment in a volatile answer is simple: we expect to be see a tremendous future for our 
economy. We look forward to the where the action isin the home company. 
day when it will seem prudent to furnishings and contract furnishings In 1900, the first Mr. Simmons 

develop this important market more fields. Furthermore, we expect to wrote, “Optimism is the only outlook 
fully. sien, wherever we find parallel and possible to a man who has spent 

In England, Simmons operates as allied marketing and/or sixty years in American business.” 
Sleepeezee Limited. Its business has manufacturing technology. We feel the same today. As we 

continued to improve, despite the We are going to cultivate the celebrate Simmons Second Century, 
adverse economic climate of recent home furnishings market from every we proclaim our own great optimism. 
times. vantage point. Internally, we aim Home furnishings is a field with 

In France, Cie. Continentale toward the growth of our mattress sparkling promise and dynamic 

Simmons is a leading manufacturer and upholstered furniture business. growth. We know Simmons’ 

of bedding. It also controls And we'll continue to acquire achievements will remain—sometimes 

Compagnia Italiana Simmons s.p.a. profitable, established companies magnificent, often great, always 

in Italy; Societe Algerienne Simmons whose prestige enhances our own— very fair!
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eautyrest,t e mattress t to coniorm. to Senta rger. : 
You've got to adinit she’s special! properly, Because it’s built differently. _ Byyconforming'toyout shapB », oldfashionedtdouble. beds. Ming size, . Bealityrest Supreme, Or Beautysést > | 

Nobody else has curveslike Senta With separate coils, So each is'freeto — Beautyrest, doesn’t have'to be hard to. Wives you 50% fore. Beautyrestymat’ Back Cafe{orextra-firm@upport. 
Berger. But“like everybody else, she —_ give under Senta’s hips arid shoulders), be firm. Or'8oft tobe comfortable. trestes,are now treated with Scotchi Try a Beauityrest. We buil@it to con- 
feels better if hemback is properly'sup- And under yours, At thé,same time, You can’t get more from a mattress gard® Fabric Protector trésist spots “Migrm’to Senta BégerAnd youtwAnd . > ff 
ported when she liesidown the coils are free to firmly support the unless you"buy more’ef a Beautyreat;. and/stains fOyears. that’sexactly what itdoes. > # 

ABeduigrest® mattresssupportsher — sinaligtihge back)And yours Queer" size gives you 20% more than Choose Simons’ normalijrm % A. 
y =e) ; Pa ; 5 a 12, a FT Vv 

“ae ret A. as peauityrest mons.- . A 
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Rogue 5 in 6088 Pongee Stripe from Golden Value Savings Collection. About $490). Most fabrics protected by 2ES PBL Soil /Stain Repeller. 

THE HIDE-A-BED SOFA BY SIMMONS 
FOR THE WAY WE LIVE NOW. 

Spur-of-the-moment. That's how we are now. A sud- | Geometrics. Polished chrome. As you like it. 
den “Hey, let’s—” and we’re ready to go. For a night We've also got all the other styles. And we're geared 
on the town. Or a day in the country. Or we'll just say to give you custom options and a choice of over 300 

to friends, “Come stay for the weekend.” fabrics. And every sofa gives you a bed. With a full- 
That’s what the Hide-A-Bed® sofa is for. For having length Simmons Regency” or Beautyrest® mattress— 

friends over whenever you want to. And Simmons can _ Single size to Super size. Beautifully hidden. Beauti- simmons 

give you a sofa you'll love. (You won’t have to settle —_ fully comfortable. Priced, from about $200 to $1,000. a) 
for Yesterday Style, just to get the hidden bed). When Simmons can give you just the sofa you want, ¢ $ 

You like Modern? We've got Modern. Vinyl fabrics. _isn’t it nice there’s a bed in it, too? second canny
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